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                         APH Featured Products  
                Magnification & Distance Viewing  
 
 
Jupiter Portable Magnifier, Distance View, and Self-View  
Great for all ages! This video magnifier easily switches from near magnification 
for reading or looking at pictures, to distance viewing, to self-viewing as a HD 
mirror.  This lightweight device folds for easy transport, and runs on 
rechargeable battery power allowing it to be used anywhere.  
Item Description: Jupiter Portable Magnifier 
Item # 1-00370-00       View: https://www.aph.org      keyword = jupiter 
 
Video Mag HD, Handheld Video Magnifier 
This durable, full color handheld magnifier is a convenient tool to help individuals 
with low vision be more independent with a variety of daily tasks.  Simply hold 
the magnifier close to an object, press the magnification buttons for continuous 
zoom up to 13x, and freeze the high definition image on the screen. This is 
perfect for viewing clothing labels, prescription bottles, price tags, receipts, 
recipes, and more. 
Item Description:  Video Mag HD   
Item # 1-03914-00      View: https://www.aph.org      keyword = jupiter 
 
MATT Connect, Portable Magnifier, Distance View and Tablet 
This portable device offers magnification, distance viewing and serves as a table 
that can connect to the internet.  Comes with preloaded software. 
Item Description:  MATT Connect 
Item # 1-03941-00      View: https://www.aph.org      keyword = MATT 
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ENVISION for Magnification and Distance View 
Both the near kit (5 magnifiers) and the distance kit (5 telescopes) offer a variety 
of optical devices ranging from 2x to 10x. Each kit also includes instructional 
activities to learn how to use magnifiers more efficiently and for practice with 
tracking and scanning skills.  
Item Description: ENVISION I with Telescope Array (distance) 
Item # 1-08551-00   
Item Description: ENVISION II with Magnifier Array (near) 
Item # 1-08552-00   
View:     https://www.aph.org      keyword = telescope array;  magnifier array 
 
APH Resources 
 

• MCB/DDS APH Federal Quota Account Information & Order Form: 
https://www.focusonvisionandvisionloss.org/aph-federal-quota-
account.html 
 

Questions?  Products you’d like to see “Featured”?  Please contact: 
 
Lisa DiBonaventura, M.A., COMS 
Statewide Director for Vision & Vision Loss Services, DDS                 
Office:  508-384-5539      
Cell:  508-341-5675    
Lisa.DiBonaventura@state.ma.us 
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